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Mid-infrared (IR) spectroscopic imaging is a well established fingerprinting technique that permits 
 ?ůĂďĞů-ĨƌĞĞ ?ǀŝƐƵĂlisation of sample microstructure and chemistry.  A rapidly expanding field of bio-
spectroscopists are now harnessing this tool to extract potent biochemical information from 
biomedical samples that can monitor perturbations associated with cellular disease, differentiation, 
drug resistance and therapeutic response [1]. Fourier Transform infrared (FT-IR) imaging 
spectrometers, that employ interferometry and profit from the multiplex advantage, have 
accelerated fundamental research in this emerging field.  However, such instrumentation requires 
the acquisition of spectra from a large bandwidth using a low throughput infrared light source (e.g. 
globar).  More recently, the advent of high throughput broadly-tuneable Quantum Cascade Laser 
(QCL) based infrared light sources has provided an alternative path to accelerate spectral based 
microscopy by employing Discrete Frequency IR (DF-IR) imaging [2-5]  
The advent and commercialisation of QCLs has allowed the development of new discrete frequency 
based instruments that exploit the high brightness and narrow bandwidth available with these 
sources [6-8]. More recently, these laser modules have become available in multiplexed 
configurations that span the entire biological fingerprint region that compose characteristic 
vibrational signatures for all biomolecules.  This has led to the development of dedicated laser based 
microscopes that permit interrogation of biomedical samples at sparsely distributed points across 
the spectrum [2,3]. By targeting frequencies that describe salient information, high-throughput 
methodologies can be realised that reduce data size and remove computationally expensive Fourier 
transforms.   One distinct advantage of having a highly brilliant source is the ability to use uncooled 
microbolometer detector systems [3,5]. High-definition IR imaging can also be readily achieved using 
QCL based microscopes.  High numerical aperture (NA), achromatic, refractive based objectives have 
been developed that permit diffraction-limited resolution from a wide field of view (FOV), ca. 20X 
larger in size than previously attainable [3].  However, one of the most exciting capabilities of this 
new type of microscope is the ability to perform real-time discrete frequency chemical imaging that 
permits  ?ůĂďĞů-ĨƌĞĞ ?ƐƉĂƚŝĂůůǇƌĞƐŽůǀĞĚŵŽůĞĐƵůĂƌcontrast with live feedback.  
Pioneering work that has taken advantage of these technological breakthroughs has provided proof 
of concept that biomedical IR imaging can be markedly accelerated.  Brightfield microscopy of large 
biopsy tissue sections or high density tissue microarrays (TMAs) is time prohibitive for FT-IR based 
microscopes.  Mega mosaic DF-IR images have now been acquired in the ŵŝŶƵƚĞ ?Ɛ timescale that 
provide rapid chemical contrast and microstructure information.  Bassan et al. reported the 
acquisition of a chemical image from a TMA based on the absorbance of the Amide I protein band in 
9 minutes [3]. This TMA composed 207 tissue cores covering an area of 2.0 x 2.4 cm2 at a speed 126 
times faster when compared to a FT-IR system, albeit using a single frequency rather than a 
broadband spectrum.  This type of low resolution global chemical view can serve as a rapid tool to 
pinpoint important FOVs that can be scrutinised at high resolution, similar to the paradigm 
employed by pathologists.  Kröger et al. have demonstrated chemical imaging at diffraction-limited 
resolution from a FOV 2.8 x 3.1 mm2 using the spectral range 1030  ? 1090 cm-1 in 5 minutes.  By 
utilising clustering methods, differentiation of tissue structures and cell types in mouse jejunum was 
achieved with a ca. 20 times quicker speed than FT-IR imaging [4]. Yeh et al. have recently exploited 
QCls that compose the full fingerprint region coupled with a cryogenically cooled camera to record 
high definition (HD) diffraction-limited mega mosaic images from TMAs in 3-orders of magnitude 
smaller time per essential spectral frequency when compared to the fastest HD FT-IR bench top 
systems.  The novel microscope also reported a greater resolving power, over FT based systems, 
when interrogating a standard optical resolution target [2]. The exploitation of high definition DF-IR 
real-time imaging and sparse frequency collection protocols is further highlighted in Figure 1 
(reproduced from [9]) showing microscopic images of a colon thin section analysed via QCL based IR 
spectroscopy. The figure clearly shows that by use of a few discrete frequenciesaccurate cell type 
differentiation can be achieved.  Colon globlet (a  ? green) and epithelial cells (b-red) are provided 
distinct contrast by use of measurements recorded at two discrete (intensity ratio of 1076 / 1181 
cm-1) and a limited range ((integral absorbance from  1027 - 1087 cm-1) of frequencies respectively.   
Each diagnostic application shall require a unique set of frequencies that provide optimal 
discriminatory power, but customised protocols can now be tailored to remove redundancy and 
increase throughput of infrared based biomedical imaging.   
The future is certainly bright for QCL based IR microscopy and biomedical research.  Significant 
improvements in signal-to-noise, speed, resolution and instrument footprint can be achieved and 
improved upon as the technology matures.  The realisation of adjunctive tools for clinical 
researchers does not seem as far off as it once did.    
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Figure Legend 
Microscopic IR images of colon thin sections (a) represents the ratio of absorbances at 1076 cm-1 and 
1181 cm-1 and (b) represents the integral absorbance over the 1027 cm-1  ? 1087 cm-1 spectral range. 
Reproduced from [9] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry 
 
 
